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SYNOPSIS
FRÁGIL

Sometimes a thing is not what it is.
Sometimes things like being other things, for instance, they like being similar to people. They like moving,
laughing, liking and not liking.
People/things and things/people are good for telling stories.
In the Fragile world, there are small and big stories. Things want to be taken to places they don’t know, and
they make short and long journeys.
In the Fragile world, there are people/things looking for things/people. There are secrets left untold, there are
secrets to be told, there is an open and closed universe. There are things coming out of other things. In the Fragile
world, rules are not ordinary, they are imaginary!
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ARTISTIC FILE
FRÁGIL

staging and scenography
João Paulo Seara Cardoso and team
marionettes and scenic objects
Rui Pedro Rodrigues
costumes
Pedro Ribeiro
sound design
Miguel Reis
movement coordination
Isabel Barros
lighting design
Roy Peter
video animation
Grifu
cast
Micaela Soares, Rui Queiroz de Matos and Vitor Gomes
production
Sofia Carvalho
lighting and sound operation
Rui Pedro Rodrigues
production assistant
Shirley Resende
staging assistant
Isabel Barros
scenography, marionette and object construction
Rui Pedro Rodrigues and Nuno Valdemar Guedes
costume making
Carla Pereira
graphic design
Pedro Ribeiro
video recording
Ângelo Peres/Widescreen
stage photography
Susana Neves
co-production Teatro de Marionetas do Porto / Artemrede
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TECHNICAL RIDER
FRÁGIL

Stage

9 m - downstage (min.)
10 m - depth (min.)
5 m - height (min.)
Black scene: German black box, 2 legs, 1 m from backstage – see lighting plan (attached)

Lighting

Digital dimmers – 96 circuits – Communication Protocol DMX512
Lighting console grandMA 2 commandwing (Company equipment)
Light stage bars (see plan attached)

Spotlights:
10 PC 1KW c/ Barn Doors
16 Profile luminaires SFJunior 25/50 with filter frames
8 Luminaires Cyc Lights 1500W with filter frames
14 Luminaires Par 64 with filter frames

Sound

Stereo amplification system
2 monitors on stage
1 CD reader with auto cue (Company equipment)
1 Mixing table (Company equipment)
1 Lavalier microphone (Company equipment)
1 CPU (Company equipment )

Video

1 Plasma Screen (Company equipment)
1 Computer (Company equipment)

Backstage

3 individual dressing-rooms or 1 collective dressing-room

Setting-up

12 hours (3 shifts of 4h)
Disassembling and upload:
2 hours
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STAFF NEEDED
FRÁGIL

- Light technician
- Sound technician
- Stage technician
WORK PLAN
SCENOGRAPHY BLACK SCENE

1st SHIFT
4h

SETTING-UP

2nd SHIFT
4h
3rd SHIFT
4h

LIGHTING

SOUND

SETTING-UP

SETTING-UP

SETTING-UP

CHECKING

CHECKING

CHECKING AND
PROGRAMMING

PROGRAMMING
AND REHEARSAL

GENERAL
REHEARSAL

NOTES

- Before setting up, the stage and grid must be clean and without any equipment.
We are using a soap bubble machine.

The performance lasts for: 40 minutes
Age rate: 3+

All promotional material for the performance must include the following:
Co-production Teatro de Marionetas do Porto /ArtemRede
Company financed by República Portuguesda/Cultura e DGArtes
(with logos)
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STAGE PHOTOGRAPHY
FRÁGIL
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STAGE PHOTOGRAPHY
FRÁGIL
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REVIEWS
FRÁGIL

PRAISE FOR FRAGILE
Semanário Sol (weekly newspaper)
21st/January/2011
The Fragile world of things/people
“Fragile” is the new children’s theatre play by Teatro de Marionetas do Porto, performed in Balleteatro. We went to see the
performance that talks about things that would like to be other things…
Text by Susana Branco
In the dark, the light from the small lighthouse helps us follow the twists and turns of a bicycle, whose silhouette is joined by
the intermittent sound of the bell. The cyclist carries boxes that keep being stacked up and falling at the same time, by two
people that are trying to steady the load, trying to pile up the impossible. During the frenzy of activity, between boxes, in the air
and on the ground, there is a box that resists the “ride” and stays on top of the bicycle. And becomes alive!... “Sometimes a
thing is not what it is!”; we shall hear this sentence afterwards. Fast music brings back the frenzy with all the bustle of that
‘delivery centre’ that sends dozens and dozens of boxes all over the world. “A box with no sender address”, somebody says,
puzzled.
Unexpectedly, the roles are reversed and things become human. “Sometimes things like being other things, for instance, they
like being similar to people. They like moving, laughing, liking and not liking. People/things and things/people are good for
telling stories. In the Fragile world, there are small and big stories… rules are not ordinary, they are imaginary!”, somebody says.
The new performance by Teatro de Marionetas do Porto (TMP), with staging and scenography by João Paulo Seara Cardoso and
the Company, doesn’t exactly have a story with a beginning and an ending. This is a job for our imagination and therefore we
can build our own story. “It’s a play with specific features, more philosophical, that does not use texts or the typical story. This
aesthetic option is a new proposal for children made by Teatro de Marionetas do Porto”, explains de artistic director of the
company, Isabel Barros. The play has neither text nor story but it tells a story: everything has a soul and people are as fragile as
things. The scene, made mostly of card boxes and screens, is equally fragile but versatile, as it suffers momentary
transformations, built and unbuilt on stage during the performance.
Rui Queiróz de Matos, Sara Henriques and Sérgio Rolo are the three actors performing in this marionette theatre play that
combines several performative techniques such as 3D video animation, shadows, lighting design and music, lots of music,
which gives rhythm to the scenes.
In this Fragile world, “things want to be taken to places they don’t know, and they make short and long journeys. In the Fragile
world, there are people/things looking for things/people. There are secrets left untold, there are secrets to be told, there is an
open and closed universe. There are things coming out of other things.” And there is also a little love story between two
things... This small episode is part of a series of options taken by the whole Company that finished the work of João Paulo Seara
Cardoso, interrupted at the time when the artistic director and founder of TMP passed away. “We have decided to finish this
play, keeping his spirit, with a few final arrangements. This is a special play because it’s also a tribute to João Paulo”, says Isabel
Barros. And we have seen that this Fragile world is special indeed!
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Visão (weekly magazine)
13th/January/2011
Fragile
Delicate World
New production by Teatro de Marionetas do Porto
Text by Florbela Alves
This is the first performance of Teatro de Marionetas do Porto with little words. “The play comes out of a visual universe, of
cardboard materials, elements made of cardboard. A universe somewhat different from the previous because it has no texts”,
says Isabel Barros, which became the company’s artistic director after João Paulo Seara Cardoso passed away. It’s a more
plastic performance, where “small stories invite you to imagine characters that come forward through several elements”. And
where boxes become the main characters.
In this “Fragile world, things want to be taken to places they don’t know, and they make short and long journeys.” On stage,
there will be Sérgio Rolo, Sara Henriques and Rui Queiróz de Matos. This will certainly be a play with a strong emotional
charge, since it’s the first one after the death of the director and one of the last ones he wasn’t able to finish. “For us, it’s a
very good feeling to pick up something he left, investigating new techniques. We tried to keep everything just like he was still
with us. There is this collective feeling, this energy”, Isabel Barros acknowledges.
Diário Açores (Daily Newspaper)
16th/January/2011
“Fragile” is a landmark for Teatro de Marionetas
The play “Fragile” is a landmark in the history of Teatro de Marionetas do Porto, being the first production presented after the
death of João Paulo Seara Cardoso, mentor and founder of the company.
A light and an old bicycle’s bell announce in the dark the frailty of the cardboard boxes, from which a marionette is born:
nothing more than a copy of a human being, with similar movements.
“In the Fragile world there are short and long stories”, says a voice in the dark.
And in “Fragile” there are also short stories – the new play by Teatro de Marionetas – and long stories – the life of Teatro de
Marionetas after the death of João Paulo Seara Cardoso.
“This play is very special to the company because of the reasons in which it was finished. We had to pick up everything that
was decided by João Paulo and then finish it all with great enthusiasm”, said Isabel Barros who had the difficult task of
finishing the work started by her mentor.
In “Fragile” there is a bit of João Paulo Seara Cardoso everywhere: in the relation between the marionettes and the actors, in
the coordination between scenic elements (music, image, light), in the tribute to marionettes. “The title chosen by João Paulo
points out how life is fragile. Even the strongest things break and that title has a whole special meaning for us, maybe a
poetical one”, acknowledged Isabel Barros. Dressed in orange overalls, with cardboard box heads, feet-arms of marionettes
and almost invisible strings expose the fragility of things, things that don’t want to be what they are.
“A thing is not what it is” is the philosophical and poetical message that João Paulo Seara Cardoso wanted to leave in
“Fragile”, a 45 minutes performance in which men, marionettes, boxes, packing cases and shadow games build a unique
scene.
“Fragile” is, sometimes, an assembly line, where all sorts of marionettes – from the more original (a box glued to the body) to
the more usual (the strings marionette, that the audience recognises) – dive into a screen and become animation figures.
The first play of Teatro de Marionetas without João Paulo Seara Cardoso is also, according to Isabel Barros, the last one that
the former artistic director created: “There were so much more... but we will not do them. It makes no sense. There was a
sketch, but no practical work.” And the last play directed by Seara Cardoso is not, unlike the usual ones, associated to a text, it
is built with silent moments, single words, and a small description of something that may be a love story before “The End”
shows up on screen. But the end of the play, whose première will be next Saturday, is not the end of the group.
Isabel Barros guarantees that Teatro de Marionetas is a united group, showing enviable consistency, and is eager to continue
the work that João Paulo Seara Cardoso, the father of the new marionette, has began.
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